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POSTSCRIPT

1. BENALMADENA TO BAJADILLA-MARBELLA
Fall cruising is a great relief to the wallet. The marinas have lowered their prices, many things are on
sale and quite often streets are calm, not empty, but easy to move around. The tourist season lingers
on with hot sunny days and cool nights.
The wind was also calm for the first leg. Puttering by the Fuengirola shore we see a small pod of
dolphins enjoying a fresh breakfast.

Dolphins fishing for breakfast. Gulls
wait for the scraps.

The calm water also made it easy to spot many gulls gannets and cormorants. They are pretty shy
keeping their distance from Manca.

Gannets mature pair.

There are still many small inshore
fishermen along the coast.

The staff at Bajadilla were happy to see Manca again. I was happy to see the 18 euros a night bill. The
stop over provides easy walks along the shore to Marbella and a stroll around the old town Centro.
The Salvador Dali collection of large sculptures is beautifully displayed outdoors. The Plaza Naranja is
also a great place to hang out. However, trading on the name the price of a juice at 4 euro!
Another wonderful part of the coast is the promenades. Well maintained and clean - always a great
walk to be enjoyed. The beaches are also wide and always swept clean over night.
Part of the amazing Dali collection.

Dali Sculpture

Dali Elephant

Dali Medusa headless while red top
woman does a selfie.

Not sure if this one is by Dali however it is located right beside the rest of the fantastical Dali works.

Girl on swing probably not by Dali

The fountain and park near the Dali exhibition has a wonderful series of tiled benches.
Tiled benches Marbella Centro

Tiled bench - Old Marbella

Woman on horseback Marbella Centro

Marbella Cathedral Tower

Flamenco dresses great colours.

Date palm loaded with ripe fruit drop to the
street. Why not collect them for food?

Marbella Marina is for the rich and
famous. One NM East and the price is
1/3.

Manca’s position at the dock also provided lovely sunsets. If the weather is clear we will be off for a
short hop to Estepona. The afternoon was spent relaxing with a cana (small beer) and a tapas or two.
Nearby the Spanish enjoy their outdoor life and the tapas bars.
Great to sit outdoors at the end of
October and enjoy the Costa del Sol
lifestyle.

Sunset behind Bajadilla. You can just
make out a vast array of wind turbines
on the skyline.

2. BAJADILLA TO ESTEPONA
The wind can become unsettled at this time of year but can offer some great sails. However it is yet
to fill in from The East so we putter along and enjoy the Costa del Sol mountains and shore line.

A rally of German sailors waiting for the
wind to fill off Estepona before their
sail to Gibraltar.

In the evening, when the fish boats return with the day’s catch, they are followed by flocks of birds.
The late evening light was great for the camera. At night you can get a great feast at the Indian
restaurant at the end of the dock or select from a dozen more, 2 minutes from your yacht!

These boats are heading out for night
fishing. A small skiff bottom left, is
towed along by the mother ship. It
carries big lights and one crew.

Fish boats return with the gulls in tow
making an incredible racket.

Three boats: Fish boat, classic schooner
and power yacht.

3. ESTEPONA TO SOTOGRANDE
Shortly after we arrived at Sotogrande the East wind started to build the flag on the arrival tower
stretched out. The next day looked like too much wind for a relaxing sail across the Strait of
Gibraltar. The kite surfers came out to play. It seemed like a great day to relax and take a walk in the
blustery wind. It howled for 2 days and 2 nights. However the incredible croissants and great food
made up forthe wait.
Manca at Sotogrande now affordable
after the 50% drop from the summer
rates. The shelter from the very strong
Levante winds was most welcome.

Sotogrande. The kite surfers came out
to play in the blustery Levante winds.

Kite surfers with The Rock of Gibraltar
behind.

Kite surfers speed by the Sotogrande
beach

The East cardinal marker on Sotogrande
Marina breakwater.

Surf is up on The East Sotogrande
beach.

4. SOTOGRANDE TO MARINA SMIR MOROCCO
Early morning on deck while making preparations for departure, a flash of green swooped overhead,
circled and returned to the palms lining the beach. I seemed as my friends, the beautiful green
parrot flock, came by to wish us well and signal all was safe for the crossing.
Early morning green parrots overhead.

The green parrots seemed to check out
our course and wish us well, then
returned to shore.

Overnight the surf and the breaking waves across The Strait subsided. With a good breeze still
blowing from the East we decided to make the best of a beautiful rollicking beam reach 33NM to
Marina Smir. No dolphins today but we were attacked right left and centre by giant steel sea
monsters. You must be very alert as the creep up very fast from many directions; often competing
for space to squeeze in and out of The Strait.

This monster passed very close behind
Manca.

While Manca glides easily over the
rolling seas this steel beast does The
Monster Mash.

There is a storm brewing in a few days. We need to check the forecast very carefully to make sure
Manca is secure in Marina Smir. While the harbor is well laid out it is also wide open to many
quadrants. So, choosing the right dock was important. With the wind predicted to come from West
and South West we headed for the East side of an easily approached dock. This should have Manca
blown off the dock when the storm arrived on Tuesday 4th November.

LAND VOYAGES
A. TETOUAN
I was looking forward a return to Tetouan after my first visit back in the Spring. The Old Medina is a
World Heritage Site. The maze of streets, alleys, covered lanes defy a GPS. It has also defied most
map makers. A guide is usually essential unless you like getting lost. There a few properly made maps
except I managed to spot this one on the wall of the Tourist Centre.

There are seven “Babs” or gates. The
rest is a maze mostly unchanged since
11-12 Century. The still existing wall is
outlined in dark blue.

Bab El Okla. Pass through and you enter the ancient maze. Take a
bag of beads to find your way out!

Fresh eggs are about 65 cents a dozen.

Checking the weight. The chicken is
very fresh! Poor dear will be dressed on
the spot and ready for take away!

The fish are fresh. Tetouan is just a half
hour drive from The Mediterranean
Sea. The young fellow was very proud
of his stand and happy to have a photo;
provided you ask first.

This healthy young cat has some very
fresh meat for sale!

Old Tetouan door

Fortress inscription

Retired street Bollards made in France.

Ancient doorway.

Outside the medina – cars, truck, bikes,
motors.

B. SMIR TO TANGIER
The highlight of this land voyage was the chance to stay in the wonderful historic Hotel Continental.
Built in the 1890’s it has accommodated royalty and a vast number of artists, authors, filmmakers,
raconteurs and the occasional Tasmanian. While it backs onto the medina it commands a few across
the Atlantic and the harbor below.

Tangier cannon and skipper the last of
the long string of invaders starting with
the Roman in 146 BC.

Moonrise over Tangier

Evening shadows on the Tangier beach

The Hotel Continental looking East to
Spain and Trafalgar Banks.

Sunrise over Tangier harbor where a
massive improvement is underway with
a new marina due to be completed in
2015.

Incredible interior of Hotel Continental

Beautiful ceiling decorations and lamp in dining room

Amazing decorations and green vase
Hotel Continental

Blue vase

It was an incredible treat to stay in such a historic hotel right beside the medina. Here there are also
surprises at every turn. Tangier medina has an ancient market and the ancient skills live on.

Tangier plumber Mohamed advertizing his trade.

Tangier thread winding machine for
handmade embroidery.

Leather worker using tiny scraps for handmade toys.

It is a joke you can get lost so easily
trying to find the gate to the Kasabah.

While some walls are under stress
others are being restored

One of the attractions for the Nikon in Morocco is the beautiful
colours in the streets, and especially the womens’ clothes using such
bright shades.

Recruiting advert for ONCF the French
operated Moroccan train system

C. TANGIER TO FEZ
The train to fez takes about 4 hours. It is a lovely ride. The tickets are very cheap; the coaches
comfortable and clean. This time I was lucky. The staff came by and helped me clean the window so I
could get some great photos as the country side rolled quietly along.

Traditional farming all the way from
Tangier to Fez. The ibis are everywhere.

The train skirts the Atlantic for a few
miles. The cows have a great view.

The November rains prepared the soil
for ploughing to be ready for winter
grain crops.

I love watching the patterns in the
landscape. Add layers of light and shade
from the fast moving clouds off the
Atlantic Ocean and you have a
wonderful scene. The sunlight is just
catching a tiny mosque.

Ž

I don’t know if the colours signify a
particular tribe. The women farmers
clothes will often have a special tribal
colour. There are many branches of the
Berber tribes.

The farmland has been carefully tended
for centuries.

Beautiful light and shades

Not far out of Mendez on the way to
Fez

A great variety of transport in Morocco

A small farming hamlet flashes by.

Farming family walking home after the
days work.

Approaching Fez outskirts

I think they are harvesting chives.

Waiting to cross the tracks. The country
also waits for ONCF to upgrade the
train system.

FEZ
This time, on my second visit to Fez, I was lucky, with the assistance of the hotel staff, to find a very
good guide for the amazing medina. There are eight thousand streets and alley ways some not big
enough for a fat donkey. Cats no problem! No mechanized vehicles allowed! This time the King was
coming to visit the recently restored monument to the 9th Century founder Idriss 11 (808AD).
Fez is the third largest city in Morocco and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Exciting to enter via the Bab Boujeloud.

Bab Boujeloud with mosque behind.

Inside the ancient city looking back
through Bab Boujeloud.

Soup pie or grilled. I remember having
them grilled in Cairo while on a side trip
from EMYR 2010.

The ancient medersa still an active
school. The red covered seat is the
minbar or pulpit. Our guided hastened
to add: ”NOT a MINIBAR!” From here
the big chief delivers the prayers etc.

The Bou Inania Merdersa was built 1350-55 by the Merinids. It combines a cathedral, school,
student’s residence and mosque.

Student rooms on the second floor. The
building style from 12th Century is
Andalucía influenced especially with
the building materials: marble, plaster
wood and tiles.

Detail of the carved cedar and green
glazed tiles. The green is the national
Muslim colour.

Incredible detail in carved marble and plaster

The Fez Medersa

The numbered wall places are reserved
for the candidates’ election posters.

Ancient door with the hand of Fatima top right

Handmade slippers. The yellow is
traditional colour for Fez. Saffron is
used for the yellow dye.

Care and pride in handmade work
produces beautiful slippers.

The entrance door to the Nerjajine museum of wood work

This man is making traditional round
tables which are normally placed in
each corner of Moroccan living rooms.
The customer can select from a number
of traditional hand carved decorations
on the left.

Fez skyline. The red tinge caught my
eye. Read below for the mystery solved

Detail of the recently restored monument to the founding king.
Gold paint? No problem!

Monument with very fine detail
carving. A fantastic restoration!

Weaver on a very wide loom. The
cooperative had beautiful cloth. Both
feet and hands work the shuttle.

Fantastic colours in the Fez textile
cooperative.

Light shade textures patterns

Dates and nuts for sale. The owner and
shop all spruced up as the King was
about to visit.

Tanned hides drying on the Fez hillside.
I think some of the large ones must be
camel.

The famous tannery unchanged since
11th Century

Tanner at work in the ancient vats.Most
of the colours are from natural dyes.
Yellow from saffron is expensive.

Bright colours for tanning the leather.
Pigeon poop is used for softening the
hides.

Skyline Fez. Yes the dishes are facing
East!

Inside the Nerjjarine wood work Museum. You can get a coffee on the
top with a fine view over the city. (Above).

A small mosque is for black African Muslim. Women
pray separately.

Brilliant colours.

D FEZ TO CHEFCHOUAN
It was pouring rain when we bordered the bus from Fez to Chefchouan. The windows began to clear
only halfway through the ride. Later,as we climb the ridge into the Riff mountains the cork trees flit
by. The CTM buses are good but just one pit stop for the 4 hour trek. The small farming town had a
milk cooperative so the farmers were dropping off the daily squeeze. A shepherd led his flock along
the street. Horses and donkeys tethered, waiting for the plod back to their farms.

On the road to Chefchouan.

A busy market town flashed by the bus

CHEFCHOUAN
This time in Chefchouan the light was totally different. In the summer the blazing white sunlight had
a completely different effect. Now there were clouded skies with patches of very bright light. In
addition I lucked out with a riad with a roof top patio with fantastic blue views and a beautifully
restored roof top room. The Nikon got quite excited.

LA PERLETA RIAD
La Perleta roof top.

Tea service on arrival at La Perleta.

Begonia gave us a wonderful welcome providing mint tea with sweet cakes and a great introduction
to Chefchouan and the best sights; accurate and useful.

Blue Octagonal mosque I believe only built in Chefchouan.

From the patio of La Perleta I could
point the Nikon in almost any direction
and get a great shot. The Kasabah is in
the mid distance. The Riff Mountains
towering behind.

The ancient city is small and most of it is still contained within the ancient walls. The dramatic Riff
Mountains soar behind the city. The locals were excited to tell me that five years ago when the King
was visiting there was snow covering the whole city; apparently a rare occurrence.

The 11Century Kasabah and mosque.

Beautifully restored La Perleta riad. Begonia told me it took them six
years to complete. The ceiling beams are local cedar.

A beautiful roof top suite. What a
delight to step out for breakfast on the
patio. In winter you can get an excellent
price.

Detail of authentic traditional
restoration.

Traditional design cork stool.

The morning light on the patio. The
interior windows face into the garden
or "riad" below.

Shows the traditional design of a riad.
The exterior walls seldom have
windows for privacy.

Women wait for fresh bread in the morning. You never eat old bread. It
must be fresh each day.

Berber women in very bright clothes!
Almost impossible to get a photo
without being spotted.

Portuguese Bridge Chefchouan

Chefchouan women walking.

Family walk by the Kasabah. Two wives
and a daughter?

Centre De Ville Chefchouan.

Two wise men working hard at fixing
the world's problems.

The Aladdin restaurant has a
spectacular view and menu: Veggie
couscous. How great to be able to dine
out in mid November.

Chefchouan skyline from the terrace of
Aladdin Restaurant.

Cehfchouan cat with rug for sale.

Driving through the Riff Mountains on
the road back to Smir via Tetouan. The
circle route is complete.

Happy to find Manca safe alongside.
She is moored with storm anchors out
bow and stern holding her off by about
2 metres.

It almost seems as if some great artist
has painted a beautiful sunset for my
return to Smir.

To get a good sunset you need some clouds. Oh boy another storm is on the way. We must wait a
few days before the short hop back to Spanish Ceuta the little enclave on the African coast.
END OF LAND VOYAGES

6. SMIR TO CEUTA
After the nasty weather left it was an easy hop to Ceuta to check back into Spain. This time we
headed straight to the Police at the ferry terminal to get our passports stamped. Luckily a nice man
took us straight in and we were done in a few minutes.
The following day the weather turned for the worse again so it gave time to explore Ceuta.

7. CEUTA TO ESTEPONA
On November 15 with the wind forecast at 5-8K we were expecting a motor job. However, shortly
after setting out a steady westerly filled. The dolphins gave us a nod and Manca hurtles across the
Strait of Gibraltar with speeds to 8.8k in a wind that builds to 28k.I have now learned never to trust
the forecast in this region so we were already reefed down to ½ jib. My own rule of thumb now;
multiply the forecast by 3or 4 times.
The dolphins almost always give us a
greeting when crossing The Strait.

You can be sure the freighters (frighters?) will be out there lurking in every sector waiting to pounce.

Good idea to give the dangerous ship
goods a big miss. Africa shoreline is
behind.

Dolphin takes a dive before the
freighter strikes.

The sailing into Estepona was wonderful. The strong westerly offshore produced a close reach in a
flat sea. You could see the wind turbines on the crest of the low hills cranking out all those free KW.
One of the best of the season!

WONDERFUL SERVICE IN ESTEPONA
What a wonderful welcome in Estepona. The staff/sailor is there to take the lines at the “Waiting
Dock”. Then he quickly does the paper work at the dock; fees are paid on the spot. He produces a
bottle of lovely red and the keys for the WC. Then he helps us around to our slip and washes down
the dock before our arrival. Then he brings the WiFi code and the tokens for the clothes washer. The
endless hot water showers are a treat, the facilities spotless; soap, paper towel and more! Thank you
Estepona!

9. ESTEPONA TO FUENGIROLA
November 16 saw the wind down and Manca puttering into to Fuengirola to, once again, getting a
very warm welcome.
Pair of gannets so hard to get close but
this time the eyes are in focus!

Fuengirola Castle and Sierra Nevada
behind

10. FUENGIROLA TO BENALMADENA
November 17 looked like a simple very short hop with Volvo assist. We departed late for the final leg
of the season just 6NM East. We left the protection of the Marina in very light wind. I was just about
put out full sail when I looked across to Benalmadena. About a mile away was a very black line on the
water and heaps of white stuff. Within minutes the wind builds to 15, 20 25, 30 and finally 38K.
Yikes! Docking in this was going to be a mess. I call on VHF Channel 9 and ask for assistance docking.
After a great deal or preparation, fenders, mooring lines and breast lines both sides we attack the
fuel dock briskly tossing lines ashore to the waiting sailor before the next gust blasts Manca way off
the dock! Not pretty; but no damage! Paper work is done for the moorage. We then wait a few hours
for the wind to come down so we can snuggle into Manca’s home for the winter. No bumps, no
scrapes!

THE SEASON IS OVER!
The eight month season is over. Manca has sailed 1172 NM from April to November. Thanks Manca
for a great job!
Terry,
Benalmadena, November 21 2014

Postscript.
The next morning an amazing incident.
While I am hosing down Manca with the nozzle set on “shower” a little sparrow landed just 1.5
metres away and sat on the deck looking at me. This in itself is quite unusual as they are normally are
very shy and quickly fly off if approached. This little fellow however took a few tiny steps towards me
and the water on the deck. I thought it wanted a drink so I kept the water running along the deck. No
interest in a drink. So I slowly raised the sprinkles and then the delightful little “Piaff” spent some
time in my shower having a great time. After some minutes, with a little shake of the feathers and
the tail, off it went toward the bright, Spanish, morning sunlight!
Café La Barca,
Benalmadena, November 22 2014

